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Abstract: Manufacturing and service processes are composed of several elements: Technical, financial,
logistics, information and human resources. Staff deployment and staffing is an essential problem in
the human resource management domain because the structure of employees would be continuously
in an optimal relationship to the jobs to be performed. This paper proposes a conceptual model for the
analysis of human resource deployment processes. After a systematic literature review, it was found
that algorithms are important tools for the design and control of human resource problems since a
wide range of models determines an optimization problem. According to that, the main focus of this
research is the modelling and analysis of human resource deployment processes of manufacturing
companies using Markov-chain mathematics, also taking into account the absorbing phenomena
of employees’ promotion. The main contribution of this article includes the model framework of
Markov-chain simulation of a human resource deployment problem; the mathematical description
of different human resource deployment strategies with subdiagonal and superdiagonal promotion
matrices; the computational results of the described model with different datasets and scenarios.
In the case of a given human resource strategy, the Markovian human resource deployment process
of a company was analyzed. The analyzed model was the HR deployment of assembly line operators
in a multinational company, including six levels of promotion. The results of the scenario analysis
show that promotion and recruitment rates have a great impact on the future employees’ structure.

Keywords: absorbing Markov-chain; career path; employee structure; machine operator; promotion
of employees

1. Introduction

Each factory, manufacturing plant and service company needs a flexible and reliable resource
supply to serve production and service processes efficiently. Manufacturing systems are composed of
several elements: Technical, financial, logistics, information and human resources. Staff deployment
is an essential problem in human resource management domain because the structure of employees
and its labor costs would be continuously in an optimal relation to the jobs to be performed [1].
Human resource management can be described as a staffing problem, where the future needs and
present situation of the organization have to be taken into consideration. However, the financial
aspects have priority within the frame of a human resource deployment process, but the strategy
has to be taken into consideration with other important policies, like respect of will, the significance
of abilities and stable employment. Enterprises have to conduct necessary training and knowledge
sharing activities for all the job grades in its in-house ranking system. What factors affect employees’
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decision to stay with or leave a company? Researchers have long delved into these questions and
have put forth a huge number of scenarios to describe the relationship between human resource
strategy and employee turnover. There are different programs to strengthen the relationship between
employees and employers. The human resource strategy can be described and modified by the
aid of the application of programs [2], like BambooHR, Zugata, Teamtailor or Zoho recruit. In the
case of a given human resource strategy, it is possible to analyze the Markovian human resource
deployment process of a company, and future development plans can be worked out to optimize the
required human resource structure. There are different areas, where human resource management can
improve the sustainability of a company: Leadership development, training and development, change
management, collaboration and teamwork, talent management, diversity and multiculturalism, ethics
and governance, creating and inculcating values, health and safety, workforce engagement [3].

The main goal of this research work is to develop a methodology, which makes it possible to
analyze the impact of factors of different human resource strategies on the dynamic and structure of
human resources. As the literature review shows, previous studies focused mainly on the optimization
of human resource structure on conventional deterministic environment. However, studies on the
human resource management on stochastic environment have barely been addressed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review, which systematically
summarizes the research background of human resource management and Markov-chain based
optimization. Section 3 describes the model framework of Markov-chain simulation of human
resource analysis of employees’ deployment strategies. Section 4 demonstrates the analysis of
numerical scenarios of the described Markov-chain simulation with different datasets, where results
and outcomings are also illustrated. Based on this evaluation, it appears that the impact of the human
resource development program on both short-term and long-term objectives can be clearly determined
that will be helpful for decision making in the development of human resource strategies. Conclusions
and future research directions are discussed in the last section.

2. Literature Review

Since our study embraces two related research streams, namely human resource management
and Markov-chain models, we provide a brief review on each stream before elaborating on the
model. Within the frame of this chapter, we are focusing on the previous research results. Our used
methodology of a structured literature review includes four important aspects [4]: (1) Search for articles
in databases and other sources, like Scopus; (2) reduce the number of articles by reading the abstract
and identifying the main topic; (3) define a methodology to analyze the chosen articles; (4) describe
the main scientific results and identify the scientific gaps and bottlenecks.

2.1. Human Resources in Production and Logistics

Firstly, the relevant terms were defined. It is a crucial phase of the review because there are
excellent review articles in the field of human resource optimization and Markov-chain modelling
and we did not want to produce an almost similar review, but we applied the presented methodology
in reference [5]. Based on the topic of our research the following keywords were used to search in
the Scopus database: “human resource” AND “optimization” OR “manufacturing” OR “logistics.”
Initially, 138 articles were identified. This list was reduced to 47 articles selecting journal articles
only. Our search was conducted in June 2018; therefore, new articles may have been published since
then. The reduced articles can be classified depending on the subject area. Figure 1 demonstrates the
classification of these 47 articles considering seven subject areas. This classification shows the majority
are engineering, business and computer sciences.

As Figure 2 shows, the human resource optimization in manufacturing and logistics domain has
been researched in the past years. The first article in this field was published in 1990 in the field of
production planning in flexible manufacturing systems [6] and it was focusing on the impact of the
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variable processing time of operators. The number of published papers has been increased in the last
years; it shows the importance of this research field.

The distribution of the most frequently used keywords, except keywords used to search in Scopus,
is depicted in Figure 3. As the keywords show, the human resource optimization has a great impact on
competition (e.g., in manufacturing and manufacturing related domains). A wide range of solution
methods is based on decision-making tools and heuristic algorithms.
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We added five other articles selected through separated search, so the final list for classification
and evaluation from the point of view of scientific results includes 52 articles related to human
resource optimization.
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2.2. State of the Art in Human Resource Research

The increased complexity of industrial and service processes led to the application of
sophisticated solution methods and procedures to optimize the related human resource management
problems. Heuristic optimization methods are used to solve NP-hard problems of human
resource optimization [7]. The application of scheduling navigation system for optimization of
mold-manufacturing scheduling problems [8] is based on genetic algorithm (GA).

Evolutionary heuristic methods make it possible to model dynamic integrated forward/reverse
logistics network for 3rd party logistics (3PL) providers, where GA optimizes the network plan to help
in the determination of resource plans for capacities of technical and human resources [9]. Ant colony
based heuristics support open shop scheduling problems with a multi-skills resource constraint [10] and
the solution of operating room surgery scheduling [11]. Scheduling of temporary and skilled-workers
in dynamic cellular manufacturing systems can be solved by hybrid algorithms [12]. Bi-criteria and
multi-criteria algorithms are also used to optimize employees’ structure, like the allocation problem
of cross-trained workers from the point of view of operational and human resource aspects [13].
Simulation-based methods support the optimization of online assignment of multi-skilled workers in
manufacturing systems, where unpredictable events over time can be taken into consideration [14].
Fuzzy models are used to optimize the transportation of relief materials and human resources from
distribution centers to delivery points, where total cost and time window of operations are taken into
consideration as an objective function of the bi-criteria transportation problem [15]. Fuzzy mathematics
is suitable for ERP system selection [16]. The management and operational success requirements
of the 3PL industry include the professional capability of service personnel and the operational
process optimization. The fuzzy quality function deployment (FQFD) approach can support the
identification of these requirements for improving the management and operational success [17].
Artificial intelligence solutions, especially expert systems, are also used in the human resource
management domain to support the adequate selection and appointment of jobs applicants and
employees from the point of view job rotation, recruitment, training, evaluation and job classification.

The 3rd and 4th party logistics (3PL and 4PL) service is an area of research which has seen
remarkable growth over the last few years. Researchers investigated the advantages of optimized
human resource management focusing on supply chain networks [18,19], in-plant transportation
processes in logistics facilities [20] and general logistics related operation [21]. The human resource
optimization has a great impact on different logistics related design problems, like scheduling and
routing. The routing problem means departure time optimization with a better assignment of human
resources to required demands [22]. The scheduling related human resource optimization problems are
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focusing on the following fields: Assembly line balancing [23], human resources scheduling to improve
the product quality according to exhaustion limit [24], scheduling and staffing of IT projects [25].
One of the first studies linking scheduling problem to the operators of machines described pseudo
polynomial algorithms for two-machine and three-machine problems [26].

It remains a key challenge for companies to develop networking strategies for their technological
and logistic operations required to fulfill customers’ orders. In recent years, there have been many
studies focusing on solving human resource domain of networking problems, like the analysis of the
network structure of value activity in manufacturing clusters from the point of view value creation
of human resources [27], optimization methodology to design networks of manufacturing facilities
taking human resource competencies into account [28] and solving time-varying resource-constrained
scheduling problems [29,30].

There are different fields of human resource optimization, where the technological environment
has a special impact on human resource strategies, like container terminals [31], coal mines [32],
mold-manufacturing [33] or health care [34].

The globalization of production and service processes shows that enterprises have to change
their human resource strategies. Case studies explain the importance of human resource optimization
in almost all fields of economy all over the world: City e-commerce competitiveness evaluation in
32 cities of China describes the importance of economic, logistics, information, business, innovation
and human resources [35], development of a human resource competency enhancement model of
physical infrastructure and asset management in Taiwan [36] and resource allocation in worldwide
sourcing planning [37].

In the last decades, human resource management practices have been developed, trying to
integrate economical, ecological and quality related aspects. In this context, the principles of human
resource management underline the importance of financial optimization based on minimum cost
flow network [25], safety and ergonomics [38], quality of work life for staff and sustainability [39,40],
sociotechnical relations [41] and the quality of products, services and processes [42]. The quality
function deployment technique can be used to maximize overall customer satisfaction in product
design, while human resource has to be taken into consideration [43]. Human resource management
optimization is important not for multinational companies [44] but also for small and medium-sizes
enterprises (SMEs) [45].

The design, development, re-engineering, and operation of production and service processes
are based on the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. The efficiency of ERP systems can be
increased by the application of special tools and methods, like total quality; six sigma, kaizen, lean,
production smoothing, production smoothing and design for manufacturability. These methods can
support the human resource decision as an integrated part of the enterprise strategy [46].

Human resource management related studies include the subprocesses of the whole supply chain
and hyperconnected logistic systems from product design [47] and product innovation [48], through
manufacturing and assembly [49] to distribution [50], but we can find papers describing integrated
approaches [51,52]. Integrated approaches are important because bottlenecks have a great impact on
the efficiency of the whole supply chain [53]. Hyperconnected logistics and manufacturing systems
have to train and cross-train more and more employees. The related decisions are often made in a
qualitative fashion by human resource or personnel managers, especially in the field of flexible workforce
development [54]. The linkages between personality and knowledge sharing behaviour in the workplace
play an important role of this human resource deployment [55], while the specificity of knowledge
management becomes more and more important in the different field of production and services [56].

2.3. Markov-Chain Modelling

The following keywords were used to search in the Scopus database: “Markov-chain” AND
“optimization.” The initially found documents were limited to the journal articles in English in the
field of engineering and economic sciences. After reading the abstract, 17 articles were identified.
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Markov-chain is suitable to model a wide range of practical problems and applications in the field
of informatics and telecommunication, electrical engineering, economics and engineering. Novel cloud
data center resource scheduling optimization model was worked out based on the integration of kernel
principal component analysis (KPCA) and Markov-chain modelling [57]. Electromagnetic topology
optimization can be supported by a large-step Markov-chain (LSMC) based novel local optimization
algorithm [58]. Markov-chain can be used to optimize the dual-index policy in the field of stochastic
inventory control, where the results are generalizable to accommodate stochastic regular lead times
and provide an approximate evaluation method [59].

Markov-chain is also used to optimize constrained problems both nonstationary [60] and
stochastic systems [61,62], where radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) supports the
optimization of stochastic constrained dynamic systems with embedded Markov-chain.

Algorithms including Markov models can solve multi-objective optimization problems [63]
with non-homogeneous state space [64,65] in a dynamic environment [66]. Simulation-based
optimization algorithms for Markov-chains help to maximize the average reward of a parameterized
Markov-chain [67,68]. Markov-chain models can be combined with Monte Carlo algorithms to solve
global stochastic optimization problems defined over continuous domains [69]. An important scientific
issue is the control of Markovian processes. Optimization-oriented algorithms can support the adaptive
control of Markov-chains [70]. However, heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms are suitable tools for
the optimization of objects and systems, especially in the case of NP-hard problems, but the comparison
of them from the point of view of convergence and required computation time is essential.

Optimization problems can be also solved with algorithms based on Markov-chain modelling:
Memory-based evolutionary approach was intended for applying the Bayesian optimization algorithm
(BOA) in dynamic environments, where the run of BOA is modelled as the movements in a
Markov-chain [71]; population-based heuristics, like particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm can
be combined with Markov-chain analysis [72]; Markov-chain algorithm can be optimized to control
the convergence [68]; group method of data handling (GMDH) optimization is Markovian.

2.4. Consequences of Literature Review

More than 50% of the articles were published in the last five years. This result indicates the
scientific potential of this research field. The articles that addressed the optimization of human
resource structure are focusing on conventional static and deterministic environment, but none of the
articles aimed to identify the optimization aspects of dynamic, stochastic human resource deployment
problems. Therefore, deployment and recruitment problems of human resource strategies still need
more attention and research. It was found that algorithms are important tools for the design and
control of human resource problems since a wide range of models determines an optimization problem.
According to that, the main focus of this research is the modelling and analysis of human resource
deployment processes of manufacturing companies using Markov-chain mathematics, also taking into
account the absorbing phenomena of employees’ promotion.

As a consequence, the main contributions of this article are the following: (1) The model framework
of Markov-chain simulation of the human resource deployment problem; (2) mathematical description
of different human resource deployment strategies with subdiagonal and superdiagonal promotion
matrices; (3) computational results of the described model with various datasets and scenarios.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present the basic ideas which allow us to model and simulate the deployment
of human resources through a time window based on absorbing Markov-chain simulation in the case
of superdiagonal, subdiagonal and standard promotion matrices.

The promotion matrix describes the promotion possibilities of employees. There are three different
strategies in a hierarchical HR promotion system. In the case of the first strategy employees can promote
to the next level of employment; therefore, the promotion matrix is superdiagonal:
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P =
[
pi,j
]

where

{
pi,j ≥ 0 j = i g j = i + 1
pi,j = 0 j 6= i f j 6= i + 1

f i, j = 1 . . . m . (1)

In the second case, employees can promote to the next level, but there are also backtrack
possibilities to the preceding level. In this case, the promotion matrix consists of diagonal,
superdiagonal and subdiagonal elements. Diagonal elements represent that employees remain in the
same position; superdiagonal elements describe the possibilities of promoting to the next employment
level, while subdiagonal elements show the options of backtrack to the preceding level:

P =
[
pi,j
]

where

{
pi,j ≥ 0 j = i g j = i± 1

pi,j = 0 j 6= i f j 6= i± 1
f i, j = 1 . . . m. (2)

In the third case, employees can promote and backtrack more levels in the hierarchical structure
of positions. Equation (3) shows the structures of superdiagonal and subdiagonal promotion matrices
in the case of three possible levels.

Psupdiag =

 p1,1 ≥ 0 p1,2 ≥ 0 0
0 p2,2 ≥ 0 p2,3 ≥ 0
0 0 p3,3 ≥ 0

 Psubdiag =

 p1,1 ≥ 0 0 0
p2,1 ≥ 0 p2,2 ≥ 0 0

0 p3,2 ≥ 0 p3,3 ≥ 0

. (3)

In this approach, we can use either absorbing or non-absorbing promotion matrices depending on
the promotion strategy. If employees can departure from an employment level and leave the system,
then we are using absorbing promotion matrix, and the model can be described as an absorbing
Markov-chain (AMC). In the case of absorbing Markov-chain, we can define an additional promotion
matrix describing absorbing states of the chain:

A =

 a1,1

a2,1

a3,1

a1,2

a2,2

a3,2

a1,3

a2,3

a3,3

, (4)

where

∑m
j=1 ai,j = 1−∑m

j=1 pi,j∀j. (5)

The most important factors of a human resource strategy are the following: Legal requirement,
employee engagement, career advancement programs, corporate image and performance management
system [73]. We can describe these factors and their sub-factors through the aid of matrices representing
the opportunities of their occurrence. As an example, Table 1 depicts an extended promotion matrix
including transitive and absorbing components and their stochastic variables. The above-mentioned
factors influence the promotion and deployment of human resources. This process is described with
the extended promotion matrix. If there is a difference between simulated and planned HR number
and structure, we can modify our HR strategy. This change in the HR strategy leads to changes in the
extended promotion matrix, and the Markov-chain based simulation gives the modified number and
structure of human resources.

Table 1. Extended promotion matrix.

Operator Technician Supervisor Line
Manager

Unchallenged by
the Work

Lack of
Recognition

Financial
Reasons

Operator 0.80 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02
Technician 0.00 0.85 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
Supervisor 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.10

Line Manager 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.04 0.05 0.11
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For example, if the simulated number of supervisors is smaller than the planned, then the
promotion possibility of technicians to become a supervisor must be increased.

The employer structure E = (ek,i) describes the number of employees in the kth iteration of
Markov-chain simulation. The recruitment rate r = (ri) defines the possibilities of recruiting a given
level of employers, where

∑m
i=1 ri = 1. (6)

The recruitment rate can be taken into consideration either as a vector or as a matrix. If the
recruitment rate is given as a vector, then it is constant in the time window of simulation. If we define
the recruitment rate as a matrix, we can take into consideration the dynamic changes through the
Markov-chain simulation, where the recruitment rate can be calculated as follows:

R = [rk,i], where

rk,i = ri i = 1

rk,i =
ek−1,i

∑m
i=1 ek−1,i

1 < i ≤ m
f k = 1 . . . n (7)

and

∑m
i=1 rk,i = 1 ∀k. (8)

Table 2 demonstrates the recruitment rate matrix. The first row shows the initial recruitment rate
in the case of four different position. For example, the 0.25 value in the first line defines that 25% of
the recruited persons is suitable to hold down the job as technician. The following rows describe the
dynamic characteristics of the recruitment rate, which means that the recruitment rates can be changed
through the simulation time window.

Table 2. Recruitment rate.

Operator Technician Supervisor Line Manager

1 0.60 0.25 0.10 0.05
2 0.62 0.23 0.11 0.04
... 0.65 0.20 0.10 0.05
n 0.70 0.18 0.08 0.04

The planned HR structure of employers p = (pi) is based on the HR strategy of the company and
consists of the planned number of employees for each level. The deployment of the total number of
employees can be calculated as a linear function as follows:

pdep
k = ∑m

i=1 e1i + (k− 1)
∑m

i=1 pi −∑m
i=1 e1,i

n− 1
, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (9)

For the difference between the planned and simulated number of employees in the kth iteration
we write

edi f
k = ∑m

i=1 ek,i − pdep
k . (10)

Now the difference between the planned and simulated number of employees at the end of the
simulation will be

edi f
n = pdep

n −∑m
i=1 en,i. (11)

The number of employees to be recruited depends on two different parameters. The first one is
the required deployment rate to have reached the planned number and structure of employees until
the end of the time window. The number of employees to be recruited in the kth stage of the time
window can be calculated as follows:

∆pdep
k = pdep

k − pdep
k−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (12)
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For the other parameter, that is the number of employees left the system, we write

L = [lk,i], where

{
lk,i = ek−1,i ∑m

j=1 ai,j 2 ≤ k ≤ n

lk,i = 0 k = 1
f i = 1 . . . m. (13)

The number of employees to be recruited in the kth time window can be calculated as follows:

ek = ∑m
i=1 lk,i + ∆pdep

k where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (14)

The structure of employees calculated with the recruitment rate in the kth time window is posed
as follows:

e∗k,i = ekrk,i where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (15)

Within the frame of the next section, two scenarios demonstrate the practical usability of the
above described mathematical model.

4. Results

The above described Markov-chain model makes it possible to analyze the deployment of human
resource through time, depending on a wide range of parameters influencing the deployment process,
like recruitment rate, the structure of promotion matrix, planned structure size of human resources or
relationship among transitions and absorbing elements of promotion matrix. Within the frame of this
section, two scenarios will be analyzed.

4.1. Scenario 1: Superdiagonal Promotion Matrix with Dynamic Recruitment Rate

Scenario 1 describes a general model of the HR deployment of assembly line operators in a
multinational company. There are six levels of promotion: Machine operator, high-priority operator,
equipment technician, field service technician, assembly supervisor, operations manager. Employees
can promote only to the next level of employment; therefore, the promotion matrix can be described as
a superdiagonal matrix (Equation (16) P matrix), where, e.g., p4,4 = 0.80 means that there is an 80% of
probability that a field service technician will not be promoted within the time window. Additionally,
the p4,5 = 0.10 means, that there is a 10% of probability that a field service technician will be promoted
to an assembly supervisor. The elements of this matrix describe transitive states of the deployment
process. The employees leave the firm for many reasons, like unchallenged by the work, no path to
continued growth, financial reasons and lack of recognition of performance. The additional promotion
matrix (Equation (16) A matrix) consists of the absorbing elements of this scenario describing the
process and reasons why employees quit their job:

P =



0.80 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.70 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.70 0.20 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.10 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60


A =



0.050 0.025
0.020 0.020
0.025 0.025

0.025 0.050
0.030 0.030
0.050 0.000

0.050 0.000
0.000 0.060
0.120 0.080

0.050 0.000
0.000 0.040
0.105 0.095


. (16)

where e.g., a2,3 = 0.03 means that 3% of the employees quit their job by reason of financial instability.
The company has 25 machine operators, 17 high-priority operators, 15 equipment technicians,

14 field service technicians, 12 assembly supervisors and seven operations managers. The company
wants to reach, at the end of the time window of 20 months, a total number of 280 employees, while
they need 20 machine operators, 42 high-priority operators, 33 equipment technicians, 98 field service
technicians, 52 assembly supervisors and 35 operations managers. The initial recruitment rate for the
six different positions is given by the first row of the recruitment rate matrix:
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R =

[
0.40 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.05

. . .

]
. (17)

The simulation of the described absorbing Markov-chain model makes it possible to analyze
the career path of the employees and the success of the company’s HR strategy and HR deployment
process. As Table 3 shows, the AMC simulation calculates the future distribution of human resources
and the last column of the employment matrix describes the final results of HR deployment. In this
scenario, the simulated number of employees is the following at the end of the time window: A total of
71 machine operators, 26 high-priority operators, 21 equipment technicians, 80 field service technicians,
48 assembly supervisors and 34 operations managers. The recruitment rate was changed through
the AMC simulation by Equation (7). As the simulated recruitment rate matrix shows (Table 3), the
recruitment rate is dynamic because it is a function of the total number of employees and the recruited
number of employees for a given position.

Table 3. Employment matrix and recruitment rate matrix calculated by AMC simulation.

E 1 2 3 4 5 6 R 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 25 17 15 14 12 7 1 0.4 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.05
2 42.6 23.6 20.1 19.4 15 9.22 2 0.33 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.07
3 45.6 23.7 20.7 23.7 15.7 10.5 3 0.33 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.08
4 48.5 23.9 21.2 28.1 16.7 11.7 4 0.32 0.16 0.14 0.19 0.11 0.08
5 51.2 24.1 21.6 32.5 17.9 12.7 5 0.32 0.15 0.14 0.2 0.11 0.08
6 53.7 24.3 21.9 36.9 19.4 13.8 6 0.32 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.11 0.08
7 57.6 25.2 22.8 42.4 21.7 15.3 7 0.31 0.14 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.08
8 59.8 25.4 22.9 46.7 23.7 16.5 8 0.31 0.13 0.12 0.24 0.12 0.08
9 60.4 25 22.4 49.7 25.2 17.4 9 0.3 0.13 0.11 0.25 0.13 0.09
10 61.7 25.1 22.2 53.2 27.1 18.6 10 0.3 0.12 0.11 0.26 0.13 0.09
11 62.7 25 22 56.4 29.1 19.9 11 0.29 0.12 0.1 0.26 0.14 0.09
12 64.5 25.4 22 60.1 31.5 21.5 12 0.29 0.11 0.1 0.27 0.14 0.1
13 64.8 25.2 21.6 62.4 33.3 22.7 13 0.28 0.11 0.09 0.27 0.14 0.1
14 68.8 26.5 22.4 68.1 36.9 25.3 14 0.28 0.11 0.09 0.27 0.15 0.1
15 68.7 26.2 21.9 69.9 38.6 26.7 15 0.27 0.1 0.09 0.28 0.15 0.11
16 70.3 26.6 22 73.3 41.1 28.6 16 0.27 0.1 0.08 0.28 0.16 0.11
17 71.3 26.9 22 76 43.4 30.5 17 0.26 0.1 0.08 0.28 0.16 0.11
18 71.3 26.7 21.6 77.5 45 31.9 18 0.26 0.1 0.08 0.28 0.16 0.12
19 70.8 26.4 21.2 78.3 46.2 33.1 19 0.26 0.1 0.08 0.28 0.17 0.12
20 70.8 26.3 20.9 79.7 47.7 34.5 20 0.25 0.09 0.07 0.28 0.17 0.12

Figure 4 shows the deployment of employees for each position and demonstrates that the number
of employees is a non-linear function. Figure 5 describes the difference between the planned and
simulated number of employees. The difference between the planned and the simulated number
of employees is the following: Machine operators (448%), high-priority operators (79%), equipment
technicians (80%), field service technicians (24%), assembly supervisors (110%) and operations
managers (140%). Several cases can cause the high difference between planned and simulated HR
distribution, like the wrong recognition of employees’ job performance, a bad career path (described by
the promotion matrix), or the high rate of employees that left the company (described by the additional
promotion matrix).
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Figure 5. Results of AMC simulation of Scenario 1 with the original dataset: Planned and simulated
number of employees in each group.

By modifying the elements of the promotion matrix, it is possible to change the career path of
employees and restructure their distribution (Figures 6 and 7).

Increasing the promotion probability of machine operators to high-priority operators from 5% to
25%, and increasing the non-promotion actions within the frame of the time window from 80% to 60%,
the AMC simulation led to a restructured human resource distribution, as shown in Table 3.

The difference between the planned and the simulated number of employees is the following in
the case of the modified dataset: Machine operators (97%), high-priority operators (100%), equipment
technicians (101%), field service technicians (100%), assembly supervisors (101%) and operations
managers (101%). As these proportions show, the restructuring and deployment of promotion strategy
can be influenced by the human resource promotion strategy.
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Figure 7. Results of AMC simulation of Scenario 1 with the original dataset: Planned and simulated
number of employees in each group.

4.2. Scenario 2: Promotion Matrix with Sub- and Superdiagonal Elements with Dynamic Recruitment Rate

Scenario 2 describes a general model of the HR deployment of assembly line operators in a
multinational company, where the promotion has the same six levels as in Scenario 1 and employees
can promote only one level up and down, therefore, the promotion matrix can be described as a matrix
with sub- and superdiagonal elements, while the additional promotion matrix including probabilities
of leave the firm has the same structure:

P =



0.60 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.60 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.10 0.60 0.20 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.30 0.50 0.10 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.50 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.30


A =



0.050 0.225
0.050 0.050
0.025 0.025

0.025 0.050
0.030 0.070
0.050 0.000

0.050 0.000
0.000 0.060
0.120 0.280

0.050 0.000
0.100 0.040
0.105 0.095


. (18)

The company has 35 machine operators, 25 high-priority operators, 22 equipment technicians,
15 field service technicians, 10 assembly supervisors and three operations managers. The company
wants to reach, at the end of the time window of 20 months, a total number of 300 employees, while
they need 100 machine operators, 50 high-priority operators, 75 equipment technicians, 50 field service
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technicians, 16 assembly supervisors and nine operations managers. The initial recruitment rate for
the six different positions is given by the first row of the recruitment rate matrix:

R =

[
0.50 0.24 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.05

. . .

]
. (19)

In this Scenario the simulated number of employees is the following at the end of the time window:
A total of 23 machine operators, 51 high-priority operators, 114 equipment technicians, 78 field service
technicians, 25 assembly supervisors and nine operations managers. The recruitment rate shows the
same dynamic characteristics as in the case of Scenario 1 (Table 4).

Table 4. Employment matrix and recruitment rate matrix calculated by AMC simulation.

E 1 2 3 4 5 6 R 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 35 25 22 15 10 3 1 0.5 0.24 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.05
2 45.4 29.5 25.5 16.1 8.55 5.09 2 0.35 0.23 0.196 0.124 0.066 0.039
3 44.1 31.5 30.8 19.8 9.01 4.8 3 0.31 0.23 0.22 0.141 0.064 0.034
4 42.4 33.3 36.5 23.6 9.57 4.63 4 0.28 0.22 0.243 0.157 0.064 0.031
5 40.4 34.9 42.4 27.5 10.2 4.58 5 0.25 0.22 0.265 0.172 0.064 0.029
6 38.3 36.4 48.2 31.5 11 4.62 6 0.23 0.21 0.284 0.185 0.065 0.027
7 37.3 38.7 55.5 36.4 12.2 4.88 7 0.2 0.21 0.3 0.197 0.066 0.026
8 35.2 39.9 61.3 40.4 13.1 5.07 8 0.18 0.2 0.315 0.207 0.067 0.026
9 32.3 40 65.4 43.3 13.8 5.18 9 0.16 0.2 0.327 0.217 0.069 0.026
10 30.2 40.7 70.2 46.8 14.7 5.42 10 0.15 0.2 0.338 0.225 0.071 0.026
11 28.3 41.2 74.5 49.8 15.5 5.66 11 0.13 0.19 0.346 0.232 0.072 0.026
12 27.1 42.3 79.5 53.5 16.6 6.01 12 0.12 0.19 0.353 0.238 0.074 0.027
13 25.5 42.5 82.6 55.8 17.3 6.23 13 0.11 0.18 0.359 0.243 0.075 0.027
14 24.7 43.7 87.4 59.2 18.4 6.6 14 0.1 0.18 0.364 0.247 0.077 0.027
15 24.1 44.9 92 62.6 19.4 6.97 15 0.1 0.18 0.368 0.25 0.078 0.028
16 23.7 46.1 96.5 65.9 20.5 7.35 16 0.09 0.18 0.371 0.253 0.079 0.028
17 23.4 47.4 101 69 21.5 7.72 17 0.09 0.18 0.374 0.256 0.08 0.029
18 23.2 48.7 105 72.2 22.5 8.09 18 0.08 0.17 0.376 0.258 0.08 0.029
19 23.2 50.1 109 75.2 23.5 8.46 19 0.08 0.17 0.377 0.259 0.081 0.029
20 23.3 51.5 114 78.2 24.5 8.82 20 0.08 0.17 0.379 0.261 0.082 0.029

Figure 8 shows the deployment of employees for each position and demonstrates that the number
of employees is a non-linear function. Figure 9 describes the difference between the planned and
simulated number of employees.
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Figure 9. Results of AMC simulation of Scenario 2 with the original dataset: Planned and simulated
number of employees in each group.

The difference between the planned and the simulated number of employees is not as high as
in the case of Scenario 1, but not eligible, especially in the case of high positions in the career path:
Machine operators (102%), high-priority operators (114%), equipment technicians (139%), field service
technicians (75%), assembly supervisors (58%) and operations managers (41%).

P =



0.80 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.60 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.10 0.60 0.20 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.15 0.65 0.10 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.50 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.50


A =



0.050 0.025
0.050 0.050
0.025 0.025

0.025 0.050
0.030 0.070
0.050 0.000

0.050 0.000
0.000 0.060
0.120 0.080

0.050 0.000
0.100 0.040
0.105 0.095


. (20)

The high difference between the planned and simulated HR distribution is caused by the high
rate of backtracking of field service technicians to equipment technicians and the high rate of leaving
firm by operation managers through no path to continued growth. Modifying the critical parameters
of the career path (Equation (20)) we can modify the HR structure, as Figures 10 and 11 describe.
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Figure 11. Results of AMC simulation of Scenario 2 with the original dataset: Planned and simulated
number of employees in each group.

The difference between the planned and the simulated number of employees is the following in
the case of the modified dataset: Machine operators (99%), high-priority operators (98%), equipment
technicians (102%), field service technicians (101%), assembly supervisors (102%) and operations
managers (100%). As these proportions show, the above described restructuring and deployment of
promotion strategy has a great impact on the final structure of human resources.

As Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate, the recruitment rate changed through time, while the number
of employees that left the company continuously increased.

The above described scenarios validated the presented model based on Markov-chain simulation
and justify the fact that the promotion of employees and the future structure of human resources are
strongly influenced by the HR strategy.

To summarize, the proposed simulation model based on absorbing Markov-chain makes it
possible to analyze the impact of human resource strategies in stochastic environment, where the
effects of HRM factors can be described as statistical variables.
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As the findings of the literature review show, the articles that addressed the analysis of human
resource are focusing on conventional static and deterministic environments, but none of the articles
aimed to identify the optimization aspects of dynamic, stochastic human resource deployment
problems. The comparison of our results with those from other studies shows that the deployment and
recruitment problems of human resource strategies still need more attention and research. The reason
for this is that, in the case of large-sized stochastic systems, where the dynamic of the economic
environment influences the required human resources, the stochastic parameters of strategy factors
must be taken into consideration.

In spite of the small size of the demonstrated problems, these results show that the proposed
method using absorbing Markov-chain simulation performs better than the traditional formal models
to evaluate human resource management related problems. Traditional formal models are generally
focusing on a special field of human resource management: Evaluation of various worker training
scenarios for developing a flexible workforce [73], or the analysis of cognitive and psychosocial skills
required for semi-skilled jobs [74], while our proposed evaluation method makes it possible to analyze
a given human resource management strategy from different points of view: Aligning business
and HR needs, required organizational performance, organizational design and structure, available
resources, organizational development, compensation and benefits and organizational culture [75].
As the Markov-chain based mathematical model (see Equations (1)–(15)) shows, these aspects can
be described by promotion matrices representing the different parts of the human resource strategy.
The promotion matrices have elements, which are probability variables, so it is possible to describe
human resource strategies in stochastic environments. The models were intended to assist human
resource managers in deciding optimum strategic and tactical plans for human resource development
according to the forecasted number and structure of human resources for a definite time window.
The proposed method can obtain different promotion systems in a company. If employees can promote
only to the next level of employment, then the promotion matrix can be described as a superdiagonal
matrix, while in the case of backtrack possibilities, the promotion matrix has both subdiagonal and
superdiagonal elements.

Our model is based on absorbing Markov-chains. This means that not only transitive but also
absorbing sub-processes—reasons why employees quit their job—can also be taken into consideration.
By modifying the elements of the promotion matrix, it is possible to change the career path of employees
and restructure their distribution. The results of the Markov-chain simulations of both scenarios
validate that the difference between the planned and the simulated number of employees can be
decreased through changes in the promotion strategy.
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5. Conclusions

Within the frame of this research work the authors developed a Markov-chain based simulation
method, which makes it possible to simulate and analyze a given human resource strategy.
More generally, this paper focused on the mathematical description of the framework of human
resource strategies including financial, social, and technical factors and show their impact on the
planned structure of human resources. Why is so much effort being put into this research? The role of
the human resource management has changed in the last few years from the traditional “hire and fire”
arm of the business to a strategic position [76].

The added value of the paper is the description of the absorbing Markov-chain based model
of human resource deployment process, which makes it possible to describe the impact of pillars of
human resource strategy when developing or refining them. The scientific contribution of this paper
for researchers in this field is the mathematical modelling of stochastic human resource deployment
processes based of absorbing Markov-chain. The results can be generalized, because the model can
be applied for different fields of human resource management from small and middle-sized service
companies to multinational production companies. Therefore, today’s human resource managers play
a strategic role in the day-to-day operations of the business. The described method makes it possible
to support managerial decisions; the human resource strategy can be influenced by the results of the
above described contribution.

The corporate social responsibility and the sustainability of human resource management are
generally integrated into a business model. This business model’s purpose of a company is to
maximize returns to its shareholders while aspects of corporate social responsibilities are also taken
into consideration. The analyses performed with the described Markov-chain based simulation makes
it possible to optimize the human resource structure, while CSR aspects can be also considered.

However, there are also limitations of the study and the described model which shows
directions for further research. Within the frame of this Markov-chain based model there are no
optimization possibilities. The model makes it possible to analyze different human resource strategies
(mathematically represented by matrices). In further studies, the model can be extended to a more
complex model including optimization methods to find the optimal factors of the human resource
management strategy, which means the optimization of promotion matrix. Second, this study only
considered the stochastic parameters as probability variables. Fuzzy models can be also suitable
for the description of stochastic environment, because Fuzzy models are based on degrees of truth
while probability theory is interested in trying to make predictions about events from a state of partial
knowledge [77]. This should be also considered in future research. The theory of perception driven
process analysis is also a future research direction for the described topic [78].
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